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HIGHLIGHTS (1/2)
Highlight

Existing bottlenecks worsened in hub ports in

Europe and Asia about 2 weeks after the Suez Canal

had been freed, as vessels began to arrive, despite

contingency measures taken by container terminals.

Knock-on congestion might also appear in nearby

ports if carriers chose to offload cargo there in order

to avoid too long berthing delays in hub ports.

As imports were impacted by late arrivals in Europe and

the ensuing congestion, the main challenge on the

export side is to find empties and space aboard

ships. Indeed, carriers chose to skip some calls and

turn ships around early to return to Asian ports

prioritizing the back-loading of empties to restock

cleaned-out depots in Asia where demand is still very

high.

Equipment availability for export is also constrained

by carriers measures to limit the free time allowed for

shippers and the number of days boxes can be

picked up prior to ETD.

Equipment availability has been tight since the volumes

reached unprecedented levels causing port congestion

and schedule disorganization.

Drewry Shipping Consultants suggest that global

container availability crisis is unlikely to ease before

the end of the year despite orders placed by some

carriers and a record year for container production.

Quite a few blank sailings from Ocean Alliance and THE

Alliance will lead to a severe capacity reduction in the

coming weeks. On Asia/Europe and Transatlantic

westbound for example, an advance booking notice

of at least several weeks prior to cargo ready date is

recommended.

Capacity has been reduced on the FEA/AFR trades

where blank sailing took place in April and are also

expected for May together with smaller vessels being

used on the trades (bigger vessels are being

repositioned on TP services).
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HIGHLIGHTS (2/2)
These ongoing operational issues relentlessly have

an impact on freight rates. They stayed at a high level

in March and GRIs were implemented on almost all

main trades on April 15 and others might follow in

May.

According to most observers, the prospect of an

early summer turn-round in the market in favor of

shippers is starting to look unlikely. Sky-high level of

rates are once again at the top level and for same trade

lanes as Transatlantic, the most expensive rates are

coming within the coming weeks.

Service

In March 2021, the global schedule reliability stands

at 40.4 % that is a 5.8 percentage point improvement

compared to February 2021. However, the gap to

March 2020 reached – 29.9 %.

The average delay for LATE vessels arrival also

reversed its deteriorating trend, with the March 2021

figure 0.79 days lower than February one, at 6.16 Days.

This figure is higher by 1.42 days compared to March

2020.

However, Sea Intelligence analysts warn that “the

blockage of the Suez Canal at the end of March

caused considerable delays on the Asia – Europe

trade and these will feed through into schedules for

April and May.”

Conclusion… same as the past months

No improvement within the coming months.

- All the Trade lanes are concerned and impacted

- Rate increase for the next 4 to 6 weeks

- Equipment shortage will be a real concern for the

next 2 months

- Demand is still stronger than the capacity

- Peak season is still on going

- SUEZ canal consequences will be there, at least,

up to end of June
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FOCUS
SHIPPING LINES GLOBAL SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

The Global Liner Performance database covers the majority of the deep sea service identified from 60 different carriers. Currently, the GLP database cover

more than 295 active services and more than 165 iNACtive services, based on more than 430.000 individual vessel arrivals, across 33 major trade lanes.

Sources: Global Liner Performance April 2021

Top-14 carriers 2020-Q2 2020-Q3 2020-Q4 2021-Q1 2021-Q2 Feb/21 Mar/21

Trend vs 

M-1

CMA CGM 75% 66% 50% 35% 44% 34% 39%

COSCO 73% 63% 47% 30% 41% 28% 34%

Evergreen 79% 63% 43% 26% 40% 22% 30%

Hamburg Süd 82% 74% 55% 42% 38% 39% 46%

Hapag-Lloyd 74% 65% 49% 36% 53% 34% 40%

HMM 77% 58% 34% 25% 52% 21% 31%

Maersk Line 79% 71% 56% 46% 41% 44% 49%

MSC 77% 69% 50% 36% 53% 35% 39%

ONE 71% 57% 37% 26% 40% 23% 30%

OOCL 72% 62% 45% 29% 38% 26% 33%

PIL 68% 51% 39% 31% 47% 29% 37%

Wan Hai 78% 56% 50% 34% 56% 25% 43%

Yang Ming 71% 56% 35% 24% 49% 19% 30%

ZIM 79% 66% 49% 36% 43% 36% 39%
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FOCUS
CARRIERS’ NEWBUILDING DELIVERY SCHEDULE

Sources: Alphaliner Monthly Monitor
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Source: Bolloré Logistics, Drewry Index

 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

Rates are generally slightly increased

owing to the evolution of the bunker and

sustained volumes expected for May.

We will still face tighter space for the

coming months.

Equipment shortage is still an issue and

will remain till summer. India being the

main impacted country. Import flows to

the area not sufficient to reply to the

westbound demand. The incident of the

Ever Given has also impacted this

shortage. Equipment is still allocated on

first come basis.

However, the current resurgence of the

COVID-19 might have the below

consequences:

- Uncertainty regarding the demand

with the lockdown of major areas

- An operational slowdown owing to

less human resources available

The vessel utilization will be expected to

remain strong and rate increase will

continue in May. Equipment shortages

in areas like China, Thailand, Vietnam,

Korea and Japan will remain highly

critical and this situation will likely

continue beyond Q2 2021.

Schedule integrity will be expected to

suffer due to worsening of port

congestions and cargo rollovers at

transshipment hubs.

Some carriers have started to show less

interest on mid and long term named

accounts due to space and equipment

issue and would prefer to offer rate

based on spot or FAK.

The free time has been further

tightened by the carriers in order to

have faster turnaround of the

equipment.

INTRA ASIA

(Shanghai-Singapore)

SOUTH ASIA / EUROPE

(Nhava Sheva-Rotterdam)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA
The Transpacific container shipping system

continues to sag under a seemingly unending

deluge of imports from Asia into North

America. US inventory shortfall drives

seemingly ‘never-ending’ peak season.

The sale of goods at many businesses is

outstripping available inventory and that will

keep pressure on supply chains, constraining

capacity and pushing up transportation costs

throughout 2021.

US retailers are projecting that imports in the

first half of 2021 will increase 22.1% over the

same period last year and, more importantly,

that each month will set a new record for

import volumes for those months.

The fallout from the Ever-Given accident in the

Suez Canal is expected to cut equipment and

vessel availability for the next weeks. Vessel

delays have intensified impacting all US ports.

Rail hubs have become chokepoints – *lack of

railcars, *lack of chassis and simply the *lack

of capacity to handle add container volume,

which results in short term closures at rail

yards across the US. Same is true for port

terminals throughout the US, which have been

announcing temporary terminal closures.

Schedule reliability continues to deteriorate.

The dock worker strike in Montreal began on

04/26/2021 putting add pressure on the US

gateways.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Carriers reporting full ships to ECSA and

above 95% to WCSA/MEX. Space expecting

to remains tight for May.

Rates to WCSA/MEX had seen to be

extended till the 4th May and carriers

pushing for increase after.

Carriers are expecting the forecast to remain

strong in May.

Equipment shortage situation during the 2nd

half of April had been tight and carriers

expecting the situation for May to be worse.

Due to the Bad weather and port

congestion, sailing schedules are badly

affected thus causing delays and

congestions at transshipment hubs. Carriers

are doing impromptu omissions at origin or

destination to catch up with their sailing

schedule.

No Blank Sailings announced yet as the

demand is strong inconsideration of China

Golden Week.

Carrier's pricing strategy remains the same

as no offers for quarterly or long-term NACs

and tenders as their commitment for long

term tenders and BCOs is over their

allocations.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

ASIA / NORTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Los Angeles)

ASIA / SOUTH AMERICA

(Shanghai-Lazaro Cardenas)\
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | ASIA
No major change on Africa trades; space and

equipment expected to remain tight in May.

Demand outlook remains strong through Q2.

In the Asia/West Africa route, carriers continue

to apply or even increase surcharges. Re

introduction of BAF from CMA, BAF increase

from MSC along with GRI are their leverage to

maintain market on a higher level.

In NAF market carriers are seeking increases in

May. Strong decline in capacity as carriers are

limiting space back to Asia/Med.

Asia to SOUTH AF & EAF:

Space is still very tight in all services even if

EAF trade seems less impacted driven by horn

of Africa which is very dynamic. Equipment is

also still a major issue in the market. In ZA

market allocations on NACs continue to face

fulfillment issues. FAK rates are subjected to

space, roll overs and equipment availability.

Carriers are pushing for premium above FAK to

confirm space.

CMA has confirmed an upgrade on their EAF /

MOZEX services with additional capacity for

2021 on the Trade via 5700 EVP & 6500 EVP

vessels. We foresee big players will probably

do the same and we expect these investments

will boost all Asia EAF and inland corridors.

Keeping you posted on the implementation

dates.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Starting from end of April, we see the

largest impact of the Suez Canal situation

when empty containers coming back to Asia

are delayed, and import returns are lower.

Vessels arrived at hub ports in close

succession, leading to congestion in Asia.

In order to avoid this accumulation, carriers

announced few omits or blanks.

On the other hand, demand remains very

strong on the market with still a lot of

backlog accumulated.

This factors have helped to bring back sea

freight rates at a high level in April and to

rise it in May.

Following the SCFI , Asia to North Europe

spot rates increased at the end of April and

reach the CNY rates level.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2020    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

ASIA / AFRICA 

(Shanghai-Lagos)

ASIA / EUROPE

(Shanghai-Rotterdam)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE
Demand is still super high and space is also

very tight, because many vessels did not call

Le Havre to Latin America. To respond to

this massive demand, carriers decided to

apply PSS to Latin America, mostly to South

America East Coast.

Due to Covid-19 pandemic, operations in

Brazil are very slow.

Space on Eurosal XL Service is also really

tight, and many carriers announced that they

refuse hazardous bookings on this service.

Starting 1st June, carriers such has

Hamburg Sud will accept again bookings ex

Le Havre.

In south America, the situation is slowly

getting more difficult. As we already suffering

of a lack of space and equipment, we might

also face the same difficulties as in USA,

meaning lack of chassis and problems on

on-carriages. We will keep you posted if we

have more information.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Demand is still super high and space keeps

getting tighter and tighter (Ex North Europe and

Med). To provide a better service quality,

carriers announced GRI and PSS with

application in beginning of May or Mid-May.

To evacuate the massive backlog in North

Europe, carriers are not hesitating to deploy

extra loader in their loop. MSC, for example,

deployed a 13 000 teu vessel capacity last

week.

Even if ports in North Europe such as

Rotterdam and Hamburg are under congestion,

the Suez Canal incident has not impacted

North Europe ports yet, but many carriers are

facing lack of equipment in Europe and Eastern

Europe, such as Hapag Lloyd or MSC.

Los Angeles and Oakland are still under

congestion (18 to 20 vessels waiting) and US

East Coast are suffering of a lack of chassis in

New York and congestion in

Charleston/Savannah.

It is now official, strike began in Montréal port.

For time being, there is a small impact. Vessels

slowed down their transit time to maybe find

other ports of discharge such as Halifax.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 
2021

   

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

EUROPE / SOUTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-Santos)

EUROPE / NORTH AMERICA

(Rotterdam-New York)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE
We are still in the same complicated context of

lack of equipment and space restrictions. We

do not expect any improvements over the Q2

period.

Regarding West Africa trade, demand is still

strong and there are no additional allocations

foreseen in the market for the month to come. It

is expected that market will be space pressed

with an impact on pricing which is

still increasing.

Carriers are trying to take advantage of this

strong demand, either by implementing PSS,

EBS or increasing rate levels for new requests.

To be noted: Congestions are still in place

In Guinea, Nigeria, Cameroon and Gambia.

Europe to East Africa Trade remains

dynamic, many projects as oil & gas and mining

projects are still in development; market is

however slowing down on the

commodity/brewery sector. Capacity is

limited but still sufficient to place bookings

without risks of rejection. Carriers will apply a

PSS in Kenya and in Tanzania in May.

NAF route is still suffering due to the

complicated political context in Algeria which is

the biggest market. We foresee a rebound of

May volumes with the Ramadan period.

Main South African ports remain congested.

Market is still under structural and economical

pressure. ZA also remains the most impacted

country by Covid 19 outbreak in Africa.

However slight demand recovery is expected

in the coming which should positively impact

the market in H1.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Suez canal blockage continue to impact the

market: port and terminal congestions on

top of equipment shortage, will cause strong

vessel utilization for whole May.

Carriers are struggling to reinstall schedules

rotations and we'll face blank sailings.

Demand will remain strong and rate

increases are already announced in May.

Some Carriers announced they are currently

not interested by business acquisition and

therefore do not want quote on NAC basis

but asking to use FAK rates with monthly

validity.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q4 2020    

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2020    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 
2021

   

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

EUROPE / AFRICA

(Rotterdam-Lagos)

EUROPE / MIDDLE EAST

(Rotterdam-Jebel Ali)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE
Globally the situation is still very tight.

West Indies Market continued its strong

growth in the same trend as previous

months (Q1 MARKET WIS : +6% YTD).

Space pressure is very high, specially

from North Atlantic to West Indies. It is

difficult getting space on vessels and stop

bookings are currently implemented by

CMA or MAERSK to reduce their backlog.

With Maersk, we will still face tighter

space.

Bookings must proceed at least 2 or

3 weeks before to secure space and

equipment, but forecast is not allowed.

Marfret has postponed its GRI from MED

until further notice.

Seatrade has announced an update of its

service (Rayo instead Zodiac) same ETD

in Radicatel on Friday and ETD on

Monday both (Martinique & Guadeloupe).

Regarding equipment, we expect a strong

shortage of equipment till mid June due

to the Canal Sue issue and the lack of

imports delivery in Europe.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

The Indian ocean market is still

growing Strongly, and the canal Suez

blocking has made the situation worse .

VSA (MSC/CMA) is facing huge delay during

its north Europe Rotation and had to omit

some POL as FOS or Italian ports to

recovery its schedule.

CMA CGM is still facing overbooking

situation and has announced a weekly

commitment per ZOL of its customers to

reduce back log and roll over.

Maersk is the most impacted carrier due to

the close between its Salalah Hub and the

Suez canal. Maersk is facing a huge

congestion in this mid east area and has to

monitor strictly its customer commitment. At

the same time, they are looking for back up

plan with extra loader and other

alternative hub as Djebel Ali or Port

Elisabeth. Consequently, we will still face

tighter space with space release within our

allocations based on your NVOC deal 64

FFE per weeks).

Equipment shortage is expected till end of

June due to the lack of import delivery in

Europe.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 
2021

   

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

EUROPE / FRENCH WEST INDIES

(Le Havre-Pointe-à-Pitre)

EUROPE / INDIAN OCEAN

(Le Havre-Reunion)
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 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | EUROPE

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

End of March Suez canal blockage

continues to impact the market : port and

terminal congestions on top of equipment

shortage, have for consequence a strong

vessel utilization for whole May.

Carriers are struggling to reinstall schedules

rotations and we'll face blank sailings.

Demand will remain strong and rate

increases are already announced in May.

Some Carriers announced they are currently

not interested by business acquisition and

therefore do not want quote on NAC basis

but asking to use FAK rates with monthly

validity.

EUROPE / ASIA

(Rotterdam-Shanghai)
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Source: Bolloré Logistics

 Upward trend

 Flat trend

 Downward trend

MARKET OUTLOOK | NORTH AMERICA
Atlantic trade faces significant disruption

over the next few weeks as carriers struggle

to recover Asia-North Europe schedules lost

during the six-day Suez Canal blockage.

No major change in terms of capacity, no

void sailing has been announced for May

due to the strong demand.

Selective ports are being omitted in order to

recover the vessel schedule from the delays.

The rate increase in April was taken by the

market, the carriers who did not implement

the increase in April have follow the market

to increase the rate level in May.

A higher amount of increase will be

implemented to the selective ramp locations

in May due to the increasing rail cost, lack of

chassis, congestion in the rail ramp and the

dislocation of equipment.

Carriers continue to prioritize the empty

repositioning, which impacting the space

allocation on the export trade.

O U T L O O K

R A T E  E V O L U T I O N R A T E  E V O L U T I O N

O U T L O O K

Vessels are delayed for over one week due

to the port congestion in both US and

LATAM ports, no void sailing is scheduled

from USEC for May, however port omission/

rotation charges has been announced in

order to recover the vessel schedule.

Carriers continue to prioritize the empty

repositioning, with the reduced for export

cargo, carriers are pushing for rate

increases.

A higher amount of increase will be

implemented to the selective ramp locations

in May due to the increasing rail cost, lack of

chassis, congestion in the rail ramp and the

dislocation of equipment.

Hamburg Sud has started its seasonal direct

service to Montevideo.

Hapag Lloyd has announced a booking stop

on it’s USWC to South America West Coast

service due to the “accumulated operational

constraints” at USWC and the congestion in

Cartagena and Manzanillo.

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

CAPACITY DEMAND UTILIZATION RATES

Q1 2021    

May 2021    

Q2 2021    

Q3 2021    

INTRA AMERICAS / NORTH SOUTH

(New York-Santos)
NORTH AMERICA / EUROPE NC

(New York-Rotterdam)


